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Introduction
Addition to papers of a former professor of education at the University of Missouri.

Box List

Box 1
Letters and Papers, 1976-1979
Letters and Papers, 1978-1979
Letters and Papers, to 1983
Letters and Papers, c. 1967-1983
Letters and Papers, c. 1976-1983
Neosho R-V School District Survey, 1980
Correspondence with WHMC-C, 1974-1978
Curios and Quirks
Chronicle of the Rufi Family and Citations by John Rufi
Xeroxed Materials
Official Transcripts, Professional Credentials
My Roundabout Schedule Home, 1952
In Addition to My Salary, Unexpected Dividends
Reactions to Adventures and Rewards
Robert C. Shaw (3 folders)
Freeman's Summary and reactions to his thesis
Professional Adventures and Rewards